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editorial
Totally Cool!
Totally cool!
Fantastico!
Phatastiche!
Formidable!
Estupendo!

What this means for you is high quality material in
AFm from authors from all over the planet!

This issue marks the launch of Archery Focus Europe!
From this issue on, the OnLine Edition of
Archery Focus will be available in Italian, Spanish,
French, and German!
ArcheryMedia, which is based in Italy, will now be
the exclusive distributor of Archery Focus Europe and
will oversee the translations, marketing, and advertising for AFE. Our English language readers will not
notice any change, except that now we’ve got great
translators, which means we can now bring you articles
by some of the top international archery experts.
We are hoping that this is a two-way street, that
more people will enjoy Archery Focus and then write
for us. ArcheryMedia’s translators will then be able to
translate Italian, Spanish, French, and German articles
into English, something that authors had to do for
themselves before.

We hope you enjoy this issue!
Ci auguriamo che vi piaccia questo numero!
Wir hoffen diese Ausgabe wird Dir gefallen!
Nous espérons que vous apprécierez ce numéro!
¡Esperamos que disfruten esta edición!

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops, Bookstores, and Amazon.com
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Contributors
Troy Bassham is the senior master level instructor for archery seminars for Mental Management
Systems and author of Mastering the Mental
Game of Archery audio CD. During his shooting
career, Troy won  National Championships, set
four National Records and won the CISM World
Championship in  in rifle shooting.Troy was
a member of the USA’s Bronze Medal winning
team in the  World Championships. From
 to the present, Troy has worked with hundreds of junior athletes on their mental games
developing dozens of National Champions. You
can reach him at .. or at www.mentalmangement. com.

John Vetterli says, “I am married and have a
daughter and son. My martial arts history began
in 1984 with Osaka Sensei in the Karate form of
Wado Ryu. Osaka Sensei instilled in me the
desire to always know why we do things not how.
I began the study of Eishin Ryu Iaido (the art of
the Japanese sword) in 1998 with Harris Sensei,
A Zen Buddhist Priest who finally taught me
how to focus. This has been a profoundly life
changing experience. I am a partner in the Zen
Bu Kan Dojo with my two friends Dick and
Jason. We teach Iaido and Kendo.”

Alistair Whittingham has a Masters degree in
Performance Psychology and, at present, is near
completion of a second masters degree in Behavioural Psychology and counselling). He shot
recurve for Great Britain, England and Scotland in the 90’s and has shot compound since
2000. Alistair is the personal coach to several
international archers (recurve and compound) in
the UK, Sweden, Norway, and Luxembourg. he
is a practicing Performance Psychologist and
archery coach (more information available at
www.performance-archery.com).
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Brian Luke is a husband and a father of three
young adults. He has played with the bow and
arrow nearly all his life. Brian has developed a
deep respect and admiration for the accomplishments of the early target archers of the NAA and
Brian’s quest has been to experience all that he has
read about: from the making of his own wooden
bows, arrows, and linen strings to competing in
the traditional rounds of the NAA. Brian has
won six out of the seven Indoor Nationals and
five out of the eight Outdoor Nationals he has
attended, all shooting in the Traditional Longbow division of USA Archery.

Tom Dorigatti has been shooting archery since he
was  years old. He has been bowhunting and in
competitive archery for  years. During his
archery career, Tom has shot arrows in no fewer
than  of the contiguous United States plus Alaska, Hawaii, the Azores, and Guam. He has won
numerous local and state tournament titles and
has placed as high as second overall in three different sections of the NFAA. Tom prefers to shoot in
the Unlimited Division, but has recently been
learning to shoot a recurve bow FITA style. He is
also the mastermind behind the archery puzzles
currently adorning these pages.

Don Rabska is an internationally renowned
archery coach and a technical advisor for Easton
Archery. He is the Chairman of the FITA Technical Committee and Executive Director of the
Easton Sports Development Foundation. He is
currently heading up a new Olympic Archery in
Schools Program through the ESDF and developing B.E.S.T method teaching materials for
that program including beginner and advanced
DVDs and teaching guides.

Van Webster is a Level 3 coach and a USA
Archery Regional High Performance Coach.
Van is Director of Instruction for Pasadena
Roving Archers in Pasadena, CA where the
PRA programs serve over 1600 people from
125 Zip codes each year with archery instruction and coaching. He regularly teaches Archery
Instructor Certification classes with more than
70 instructors trained to date. Van can also be
seen giving archery instruction in on-camera
appearances for VH-1, MTV, Extra, and the
USA Network. When not coaching archers, van
is the President of Webster Communications, a
business presentation services company in Los
Angeles.

Larry Wise is an archery coach and an author
of five books on archery. In 2004 Larry retired
from 35 years of teaching math and now concentrates on coaching archery, writing, and volunteer work. Most recently Larry was one of
four coaches of the USA Archery team for the
World Indoor Championships in Denmark in
2005. The team won 13 medals including seven
golds. As well as giving private coaching sessions, Larry conducts two-day Core Archery
shooting schools at clubs and archery pro shops.
The school concentrates on proper shooting form
for using back tension and gives the participants
a written individual plan for practice and form
inprovement.

Jason Butler is a freelance outdoor writer and
photographer who lives in Richmond, VA. As
much as Jason likes writing about the outdoors,
he’d rather be there.
Steve Ruis is an archer and coach and editor
of This Magazine.
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Understanding
the Bow Hand
by Larry Wise
To be successful in archery we must give up the
idea of imposing our will on the bow and join it as an
equal partner in a joint venture. Archery in this regard
is humbling and a good teacher regarding a life-philosophy. In other words, we need to learn to blend with
the bow in order to allow it to shoot the arrow into the
target center. This is like the Zen teaching that tells us
to “become one with the bow and arrow,” acting as a
complete unit with it rather than trying to impose our
will on it.
The physical aspect of this blending, I am sure,
begins when you place your bow hand on the bow.
Doing it right at the “first touch” is essential to getting
the best results you can get with your talents.

the bow’s grip section extremely important. You have
to do this form element correctly if you’re going to be
happy in archery.
So, for form steps three through ten your bow
hand is on the bow either trying to control it or working with it, the choice is yours. Every time you nock an
arrow your bow hand placement decides whether you
will try to “control” the shot or “allow” the shot to happen naturally.
Most of my students, I estimate about 98% of
them, don’t know how to place their bow hand on the
bow correctly when they come to me for lessons. They
grip the handle in some way or they stiffen their fingers and thumb in an effort to get consistency. They
are doing exactly what they do all day with their hands
control, feel, manipulate, bend, push, or squeeze. They
have not separated archery from their daily life because
they haven’t been taught that they need to.

As you see here on the left, many archers grip the bow so they can control
it. The best bow hand will look like the relaxed hand on the right and
will not transfer torque from the hand to the bow handle.

The Beginning and The End

My mentor coach and former Olympic coach, Bud
Fowkes, was instrumental in much of my understanding of shooting form. He taught me how to see good
form and to understand the coordinated timing it
requires. He also taught me that the archery shot
begins and ends with bow hand placement.
Here’s what that means. The bow hand is the first
body part to touch the bow as you setup for the shot
(that’s step three in my Core Archery form steps) and
it’s the last body part touching the bow as the arrow
crosses the arrow rest on its way to the target (that’s
after my step ten). This makes bow hand placement on
6

We use our hands all day long to grip and control the things and tools we
touch. Good archery requires that we do not control the bow handle by
gripping it.

Placing the bow hand on the bow is counterintuitive. In other words, it’s the opposite of what they are
used to doing and that makes it difficult to learn.
Learning to “refuse to control” flies in the face of
everything we do all day long, but that is exactly what
we must do in order to get consistent and accurate
archery results.

Archery Focus

The Purpose of the Bow Hand

So what exactly is the purpose of the bow hand? What
are we supposed to do with our hand when we put it
on the bow’s grip section? The answer is simple place
the hand on the bow in a manner that allows the arm
bones to resist the force loads of the drawn bow.
And you thought it was all about the hand, didn’t
you? Well, it’s not about your hand; it’s about your arm
bones. Just like most of the form elements I teach, bow
hand placement is about the skeleton, the body’s core,
and how to use it effectively.
The radius bone of the lower arm and humerus
bone of the upper arm must be in line so they can resist
the bow’s draw force. Liken this to how you use your
leg bones all day when you are on your feet. You use
enough muscle-and it’s not much-to keep your leg
bones in line between your hips and the floor. If you
didn’t, then your backside would be dragging on the
floor and the seat of your pants would be worn out. So
it’s your leg bones that keep your pants off the floor
and not a lot of muscle.

is pressing in the opposite direction into the bow hand.
Therefore, a relaxed bow hand at the end of in-line
arm bones is the most consistent way to resist this initial action of the bow handle into the hand. In other
words, keep the muscles of your palm uninvolved and
let the arm bones do the work.

When the arm is bent you must recruit all of your arm muscles to hold
the arm in place. Not only is this inconsistent it also fatigues easily.

Bending your arm at the elbow (see above) recruits
a far greater number of muscle groups than does keeping it straight. Try standing with your knees bent for
five minutes to feel how many more muscle groups
become active and how much these muscles fatigue.
Your bow arm undergoes the same fatigue if you use
lots of muscle to keep it bent while at full draw. Keep
your arm efficient by keeping the lower and upper arm
bones in line while at full draw and place a relaxed bow
hand between these bones and the bow handle.
The Touch Pad

A straight-arm with the lower and upper arm bones in line and most
arm muscles relaxed is the best way to resist the force of the drawn bow.

So, what physics are at work in the bow handle
during the power stroke? Upon release the string
moves toward the target but the bow handle moves
away from the target according to the law of physics

“The bow hand is the first body part
to touch the bow as you setup for
the shot and it’s the last body part
touching the bow as the arrow
crosses the arrow rest on its way
to the target.”
that states for every action there is and opposite and
equal reaction (Newton’s Third Law of Motion). During the two-hundredths of a second (0.02 s) that the
bowstring is moving toward the target the bow handle
Archery Focus

The lifeline that runs down the palm of your hand separates your hand into two regions for the purpose of
archery, the “in-bounds” and the “out-of-bounds.” The
thumb pad portion, called the thenar eminence, is the “inbounds” portion while the other pad on the little-finger
side of the lifeline, the hypothenar eminence, is the “outof-bounds” region. The thumb pad and only this pad
should be touched to the grip area of the bow handle.
Touching the hypothenar pad to the bow handle
creates torque at a lower position and from a side angle.
This side torque on the handle may, and usually does,
worsen the torque situation by incorporating more
muscle groups into the situation.
The hand diagram shown here indicates the proper pad to place against the bow’s grip section. It also
shows the line across this pad that should be placed on
the bow handle. This line must be vertical with the
knuckles at a forty-five degree angle when the bow is
drawn to a vertical position (see photo top of next page).
Relaxed Fingers and Thumb

Now that the proper bow hand parts for archery have
Continued on the Next Page
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The strip of tape on my palm shows where
the hand should contact the bow grip. Notice
that the knuckles will be at a forty-five
degree angle to the vertical bow handle.

been identified and the hand angle to the bow is set
there remains only to relax your bow hand fingers and
thumb. These appendages must all be relaxed before
the bow hand touches the bow grip. No exceptions! If
they are tense when you touch them to the handle,
they will most likely stay tense through the entire shot
sequence. Our muscles evolved to tense quickly
(Lookout, there’s a bear behind you!) but not to relax
quickly. A tensed muscle can take many seconds to
relax and, if under stress, will probably not relax completely. Start relaxed to stay relaxed.

You do not need your fingers and thumb to hold
the bow. You should be holding the mass/weight of the
bow with your release hand since you’ve already
hooked the release to the bowstring. This allows you to
keep your bow hand fingers and thumb relaxed at first
touch, through the bow raise, draw, and aiming steps of
your form sequence.
Never allowing the fingers to build muscle tension
is the best way to have no tension in them at full draw.
Far too many of my students fail to follow this rule and
allow their fingers to tighten during the raise and draw
steps and then have to relax them at full draw. That
puts an extra step into your form sequence at a time
when you have more important things to do like “aim.”
Besides, this extra step can be avoided.
The wrist should be held in a medium-bend position. This, I feel, minimizes the amount of muscle
needed to support the wrist in the optimum angle for
presentation to the bow grip. Remember that we’re trying to position the forearm radius bone between the
bow and our shoulder; the hand is in the way of this.
Therefore, we must place the thumb pad center,
marked with a star in the diagram, directly onto the
bow grip because that is the point on the hand directly in front of the radius bone of the forearm; it’s not
about the hand, it’s about the arm bones.

Using a medium wrist-bend will promote a more relaxed wrist once
your hand contacts the grip section.

The Forearm Bones

The mass of the bow should be held with the release hand while you place
your bow hand on the grip section. Doing this enables you to keep you
bow hand relaxed.
8

The forearm has two bones, the shorter radius and the
longer ulna. They lay side-by-side at the lower end to
form the wrist joint. At this end the radius is larger, is
located on the thumb side and forms the main part of
the wrist joint. At the upper end these two bones join
to the humerus of the upper arm to form the elbow
joint.
Archery Focus

When the radius is lined up with the humerus they
form a rigid resistance to the bow’s pressure. If you can
keep your bow shoulder down, then this resistance is
anchored through bone-to-bone contact. Raise the
shoulder and more muscle has to be recruited to resist
the bow force and that’s not good.

When the knuckles are in a forty-five degree angle
to the vertical they allow the forearm to be rolled out
of the way of the bowstring. This doesn’t happen when
you hold your knuckles in a vertical line-the forearm
doesn’t roll at all resulting in those black and blue
marks we see on beginner’s arms. Get the bow hand
angled correctly and the forearm can do it’s job painfree.
Teaching Bow Hand Position

Teaching young archers to stand in the archers’ “T” position gives them
a lasting impression. From this position they can be taught to make a
“stop” sign with their bow hand thus placing their arm and hand in the
proper position for archery.
Archery Focus

I teach my students the Archer’s “T” and how to make
a “stop” sign with their bow hand (see photos at left and
next page).
I check each student’s hand to be sure that their
knuckles are at a forty-five degree angle with their fingers and thumb relaxed. Using my own hand to simulate the bow, I push into their bow hand in the same
way the bow should feel. I also adjust their hand to the
proper position and help them to get their fingers
relaxed establishing the correct “first impression.”
From this point on, I refer to this “stop” sign image
until my student learns correct hand position. Strong
visual images are great, but actually “doing” an action
makes a longer lasting image. Next, I have my students
Continued on the Next Page
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The “lifeline” is the crease that curves through the middle of your palm.
Place the “´★” of the thenar eminence on the bow grip an hold your
knuckles at a forty-five degree angle to the vertical bow.

use the bow to repeat the process while I assist them in
getting their bow hand correctly placed on the bow
and getting their fingers relaxed at full draw. Digital
camera photos help relay progress at this point.
Bow Hand Placement Routine

Here’s a set of steps for getting the bow hand placed
correctly.
1.Pen-mark the lower inch of the lifeline in the bow
hand as a touch-point reference.
2.Touch the pen-mark to the left edge (for righthanded archers) of the bow grip section.
3.Relax all fingers and the thumb so they are limp.

After touching your hand to the bow grip then slide it upward until your
index finger and thumb lightly touch the arrow shelf.

8.During the draw, the bow will press into the relaxed
bow hand at the target and aiming level yielding
optimum bow hand consistency (see photos at right).
Learning and following this routine is vital for

Once you’ve touched the shelf then lay your hand onto the bow grip. Do
not apply any pressure and keep it relaxed.

Begin the bow hand placement routine by touching the base of the lifeline to the left-edge of the grip section.

4.Slide the bow hand upward until the index finger
knuckle and thumb lightly touch the arrow shelf.
5.Allow the thumb pad to lightly roll onto the bow
grip.
6.Do not press the bow hand onto the grip, lay it on.
7.Hold the relaxed bow hand in the proper position
throughout the raising of the bow to the target level.
10

your success in establishing correct bow hand position.
Without a set routine to follow, placing the bow hand
becomes a lottery event—sometimes it’s right and
sometimes it isn’t.
All too many archers place their hands onto the
grip in the correct position but establish a pressure on
it. This pressure may not be the pressure needed at the
target level. The question also arises as to whether this
pressuring at first touch can be repeated and, of course,
I think it is not. The most consistent method is to
place the hand correctly at first touch, keep it relaxed,
Archery Focus

bow hand routine; it becomes automatic.
Practice at close range, four yards (four meters),
and close your eyes for greater focus on the skill being
learned. Every practice session should begin with thirty shots at a blank bale-with eyes closed. There can be
no exceptions to this for weeks to come. If I were

“Without a set routine to follow,
placing the bow hand becomes
a lottery event -sometimes it’s
right and sometimes it isn’t.”

Both views of this bow hand (above and below) show what it should
look like when it is properly placed. The fingers are relaxed, the palm is
tension free and the relaxed thumb points toward the target allowing the
bow to freely repeat its shooting action.

coaching basketball, the first twenty sessions would
start with everyone at the foul line blindfolded, learning to “feel” their shot.
If shooting at other distances is part of a practice
session then the bow hand must be checked during
each shot. At the close of the session you must return
to the blank bale to shoot at least ten more closed-eye
shots focusing on the feel of the bow hand. Always
start and end by working on your single objective for
the practice session. You’ll need at least twenty days to
learn this new habit.
Conclusion

There are no secrets in archery. Beginners and professionals can and must all do the same twelve form steps
that I teach; those who practice them most effectively
get the best results. The single most important of those
steps is the placement of the bow hand. Those who get
it right and relaxed will “set their bow free” so it can
repeat its performance without human interference.
The bow will do its job if you do yours by getting out
of its way.
Keep well, shoot straight.
Larry Wise

and allow the bow to pressure into the hand after the
bow is raised to target level.
Bow Hand Practice Routine

During practice is the time for you to use your conscious mind to guide your learning of a new skill. Since
your conscious mind can only have a single thought at
any given time, you must work on only one skill at a
time and for now that skill is “bow hand placement.”
Through this kind of guided practice your subconscious mind will gradually take over the running of the
Archery Focus
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Shooting Tips
for Top
Performance
by Don Rabska

One of our favorite Olympic recurve
gurus shares shot transforming tips
Finding the Feel of Your Shot

During the stress of competition or even during
extensive training, it is easy to lose the most important
component of the shot, that being the feeling of the shot.
Feeling is simply awareness, awareness of all the
human components that make up the shot, and shot
awareness is key to top performance. Archers must be
aware of the motion and feeling of expansion through the
shot.They must especially be aware of how their hands feel
as having well relaxed hands working in harmony is vital to
maintaining precise direction. There must also be an
awareness of shoulder stability or whether the sight followed through the center of the target at the moment of
the followthrough. It is not a thinking process, but a feeling process that allows us to execute the shots that plant
arrows firmly in the center of the target.
Emotion and attitude also affect our physiological
response to our performance. Attitude and awareness go
hand and hand. Awareness builds confidence. And when
an archer is in control of his feeling, he has full awareness
of his shot. He can, within a very find degree, discern the
finest nuances in the feeling of each and every shot. He can
stay focused and continue to monitor the shot feeling and
correct those things that felt even the slightest bit out of
sorts from optimum execution, that effortless shot we all
strive to perform.
How we mentally manage our feeling drives our performance. Good shooting is all about feeling, not thinking.

“Good shooting is all about feeling,
not thinking.”
We know what a good shot is supposed to feel like. It is
when we try to shoot that shot that problems arise. Further
trying generally leads to the first stages of frustration. Continue down this path and there are only greater magnitudes
of frustration. During this phase, we have left our “feeling”
miles down the road. This is the reason that top archers
12

must monitor their shot feeling and isolate emotion and
any level of frustration completely away from the actual
sensations associated with shot execution.
It is important to realize that when stepping to the
shooting line, there is only our equipment, our technique
and us as mind and body. It does not matter how large of a
support group you might have, that support group is not
shooting our arrows for you. From those few tangible and
intangible items, a mental fortress must be created to shelter us by closing out outside influences that would cause us
to lose focus on the things that really matter.
For example, hand tension is one of the most common
physiological changes that occurs when frustration starts to
set in. We begin trying to get the arrow in the middle of the
target. Instead of allowing the bow to shoot the arrow, as
it does exceptionally well, we try to help the bow.This extra
“help,” usually produced out of desperation to hit the center, is unwanted by any definition!
To stimulate focus and regain awareness, it is advisable
to keep your conscious mind occupied with something
practical and helpful. Dump the emotional response and
get back to basics. Give the conscious mind its own happy
playpen to help you stay in the game, out of trouble by not
allowing the conscious to wonder off and cause problems.
Keeping your conscious mind occupied with a simple task
allows your subconscious to work far more efficiently. That
conscious focus should always be on the draw scapula to
maintain power and control in the back. The shot must be
executed with the same energy each and every time. Maintaining power and intensity in the back (draw scapula) will
accomplish this mission. Allow the draw hand and draw
forearm to relax so the back can work within its optimum
range of motion to develop consistent shot energy.
If that focus can be held and the awareness kept as the
prime objective, it is possible to circumvent virtually any
trap.There are many traps to fall into where the mind looks
for excuses to not perform well. The excuse list is long and
very creative. Avoid the trap of looking for excuses to not
shoot well. Top archers don’t look for excuses, they look for
Archery Focus

opportunities.
An example of a trap is an innocent but common mistake that is
often referred to as “implosion.” This
is basically a self image issue and one
of “want” with a smattering of greed.
The topic of self image has been well
covered in seminars, books, and in
various articles and well worth

slope into the big mud pit at the bottom. Due to frustration, this archery
may not even notice that he is working really hard to shoot really terribly.
If this sounds familiar, at least feel
comfort in knowing that you are not
alone. If you can control your emotions and pull yourself out of the frustration pit you are falling into, you can

“. . . an archer is shooting in a competition and
has just shot the best long distance score of
his life, twenty points higher than his personal best. It is almost a guarantee that the next
distance will be lower than the distance just
completed.”
researching. For a particular example,
an archer is shooting in a competition
and has just shot the best long distance score of his life, twenty points
higher than his personal best. It is
almost a guarantee that the next distance will be lower than the distance
just completed.The reason is twofold.
First, his self-image says, “Hey wait a
minute, this is out of my comfort
zone and very unlike me. I am not
ready yet to shoot high scores”. On
the other hand his ego says, “Wow, I
could have a really great score if I keep
up this pace”.That is exactly when the

snap yourself out and start to produce
good shots again. Of course, it is not
easy or everyone would be doing it.
However, armed with this knowledge, you can begin to better understand yourself and what countless
other archers have experienced over
the centuries. You can, with some
earnest effort, avoid this trap.
This now brings us full circle
back to the hand tension issue again.
You must know what your hands feel
like during and after the shot. Frustration leads to body tension, which is

“Rather than shooting his same old shot that
produced a personal best, this archer starts
trying really hard to shoot ‘extra special’ good
shots! And, of course, that extra effort produces those extra special ‘blues and blacks.’”
trying sets in, the helping the bow
shoot the arrow as noted previously.
Rather than shooting his same old
shot that produced a personal best,
this archer starts trying really hard to
shoot “extra special” good shots! And,
of course, that extra effort produces
those extra special “blues and blacks.”
Then frustration kicks in and he
“tries” even harder, not realizing they
he is accelerating down that slippery
Archery Focus

greatest in the hands arms and chest.
The hands cannot be allowed to control the shot. Hand tension keeps us
from getting through the clicker
because tension starts building in the
arms and chest, inhibiting the ability
to build power in the back. Relaxing
the hands takes tension out of the
forearms, arms and chest, allowing
tension to relocate in the back where
Continued on the Next Page
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it is needed.
To get back to good shooting again, focus on
diaphragmatic breathing for about ten breaths to center
yourself and help clear the mind. Then shift your attention
to the hands and feel relaxation in both the draw hand and
bow hand. Of course they will not be totally relaxed as you
need to continue pointing your bow hand thumb toward
the target and you still need to maintain enough tension in
the draw fingers to have good bowstring control. However,
make sure you eliminate every ounce of excess tension. Feel
the draw arm forearm relax and the tension melt away.The

“Hand tension keeps us from getting
through the clicker because tension
starts building in the arms and
chest, inhibiting the ability to build
power in the back . . .
. . . relaxing the hands takes tension out of the forearms, arms and
chest, allowing tension to relocate
in the back where it is needed.”
next step in the progression of getting back in touch with
awareness and after the hand feeling is sorted out; the mind
can now be allowed to focus on the back. The back (draw
scapula) must now take over to develop the expansion, necessary to create the crisp, explosive follow through. Not
until the hand tension is resolved can the back tension
become crystal clear in the shot awareness.
Once again, a top archer does not allow the hands to
control the shot. That is, allow any tension in the hands
beyond what is necessary to hold and control the bow and
14

bowstring for precise shot execution. The shot must be executed with back tension and that is exactly what the conscious
mind should be focusing on. Keep the hands relaxed and let
the muscular/ skeletal structure of the shoulders and scapulae
to be your launch platform through bone alignment.
Hand tension on the draw side robs back tension and
creates soft shots from unwanted tension in the draw arm
and chest.This is one of the main reasons archers freeze up
on the clicker and cannot get through that last miniscule
bit of draw. It could also help answer the question of why
the first twenty some inches of draw is a piece of cake, while
the last 1⁄8” is like towing a locomotive.
On the bow hand side, any bow hand tension beyond
what is necessary to control the hand position will produce
torque. Torque the bow and we won’t need to wonder how
we shot a left seven, (right-handed archer, opposite for a
left-hander). That is, excessive bow hand tension often
produces left arrow impact for the right handed archer.
A parting thought that may help keep the correct focus
is the simple act of drawing the bow.That is, once each step
of the shot routine is mentally checked off and the shot
sequence initiated, shift the mind to feeling. When drawing the bow, remember to use only the amount of energy
(muscle) necessary to open or draw the bow and not one
gram more. Focusing on the simple things will help in
maintaining body awareness Allow the bow to open
smoothly and relaxed. Any additional “muscle” used during
the draw sequence will only act to engage antagonistic
muscles, thus making the draw and shot more difficult.
Maintain that body awareness to keep firmly rooted on the
shooting line and you are off to a great start.
Hopefully some the concepts that are offered here will
aid you in having more fun, enjoying our great sport even
more and help you on your way to becoming the best possible archer you can be.
Until next time, Good Shooting!
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Control
by Alistair Whittingham

Everyone in sport is fixated upon control. Intermediate athletes try to control all aspects of their performance, fixating upon the tiniest details of technique throughout their performance and this is their
downfall. The experienced and successful athletes
recognize the thousands of hours of practice they
have put in and trust their skill implicitly; instead of
trying to control what they cannot, they look at
accessing their skill in tough situations, so they concentrate on performance. Things that are within an
athlete’s control include the time taken to perform a
task, the level and specificity of effort that they
apply throughout a competitive day, and the holistic
outcome of what they are trying to achieve.
The Temporal Aspect

It never ceases to surprise me how few archers actually have access to a timer or stopwatch when on the
shooting line. At the very least, this is a vital security blanket in order for an archer to not become anxious with respect to how long is left to shoot a series
of arrows. It is also a very useful training tool as consistency of time taken to shoot an end of arrows is a
good indicator of the proficiency of the archer.
World class archers, whether shooting in competition or practice, have consistent shot tempos. This
consistency of time taken ties up with their kinesthetic consistency so the use of a stop watch or timing system, both in practice and in competition, is a
good indicator of the level of performance.
Second on the list at the end of the opening
paragraph is the idea of controlling the level of work
throughout a competition, a critical part of under-

“ Intermediate athletes try to control
all aspects of their performance . . .
the experienced and successful
athletes, instead of trying to control what they cannot, they look at
accessing their skill in tough situations, so they concentrate on
performance.”
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standing how to manage a performance. This management includes taking into account anxiety at the
start of the competition (or at the start of a distance), the duration of the performance, and identifies times when the mind will wander or physical
strength will wane. Managing or controlling a performance allows you to regulate your effort to get

“In spotting an arrow one moves
the emphasis from a well-learnt,
trusted, skill to a high level of
cognitive processing. This processing of arrow position, and
what that means you, makes it
very difficult to return back to
the non-cognitive state that is
seen in elite performers.”
the best results. Archers must learn to concentrate
and “work hard” for short bursts and be able to
switch back into a lower arousal state and conserve
their resources when not on the line. This ability to
switch between states is vital to avoid fatigue in
competition and can be managed in personal ways
from meditative techniques, through reading or
talking between ends or, if you are more of a private
person, listening to an iPod. One thing that does
impinge upon use of processing resources and technically clean performance is the individual’s spotting
the arrows they have shot during an end. In spotting
an arrow in the middle of a series of shots one moves
the emphasis from a well-learnt, trusted, skill to a
high level of cognitive processing. This processing
of arrow position, and what that means you, makes
it very difficult to return back to the non-cognitive
state that is seen in elite performers. For this reason
many archers at an elite level have people spotting
for them, as the ability to process information aurally requires less cognitive processing than visually.
Similarly the information that is given to the archer
by the spotter will be concise and non judgmental,
Continued on the Next Page
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in some cases it may simply be “good shot”. If spotting of arrows must be done then you must stick to
a regime, for example: spotting the first arrow of
every end and then shooting the rest of the end as a
series.
In order to look at how you may have to manage
a performance itself let us take an indoor competition of five dozen arrows: if this is managed correctly there are certain parts of this five dozen that
require unique strategies. The first two scoring ends
are crucial in order for you to settle down and be
comfortable with how you are performing. The pri-

“Sooner or later you will come up
against leader boards which make
methods of avoidance of position
or score attained impossible and
pointless. It is important therefore
that you have a plan to deal with
this anxiety of expectation.”
ority here is attaining the feeling of control over
performance so that you can go on to achieve a good
total or “holistic” outcome. You who suffer from
excessive nerves will learn to not expect these first
two ends to be as good scoring as you would expect
from practice and be happy to “drop” some points as
long as you feel you are shooting well at the conclusion of these six arrows. This allows you to build
yourself up into a competitive score. Once you are
through the first dozen you will be comfortable in
how you are performing and to a certain degree
“take your foot off the gas,” mentally, due to the
reduced anxiety that this control gives you and so be
able to coast through the next two dozen with good
results. Towards the latter half of the five dozen
shots a different kind of anxiety may appear, one of
expectation.
Sooner or later you will come up against leader
boards which make methods of avoidance of position or score attained impossible and pointless. It is
important therefore that you have a plan to deal
with this anxiety of expectation. We all suffer from
it, and it is at this point that good practice techniques, i.e. practice that emulates the competitive
scenario, will set you in good stead to have enough
resources to deal with this anxiety. It is at this point
that you can draw on a wealth of practice experience
to know your skill is robust enough for the job in
hand. Similarly, the perceived control of the events
preceding this anxiety will give you the confidence
to keep doing what you were doing and not fall
16

apart.
Athletes often say to me, “it was going really
well and then I made a mistake and went to pieces.”
This can often lead to an individual being terrified
of making a mistake. Everybody makes mistakes in
the tasks they perform, elite performers deal with
their mistakes, they don’t hide from them. Many
people are taught from the beginning of their
archery careers that they can do nothing about the
arrow that has been shot and should therefore
ignore it. This advice, although understandable, is
not particularly useful. If an individual perceives
that they have made a mistake they need to deal
with those thoughts, it cannot be put off or ignored
as its importance will magnify in the mind of the
individual. This has been seen in those in the performing arts who are actively taught when practicing and even in live performances to deal with
errors. If time permits within a series of shots, after
a bad shot, you must, metaphorically at least, step
away and deal with it. I am most definitely not
advocating “over analysis” of where the faults came
from or what they were. The most effective method
of dealing with errors in a short space of time is a
system called “360 degrees of dealing.” Having made
an error an individual pictures themselves turning
through a circle of 360 degrees broken down into
four stages. The first 90 degrees is a simple emotional outburst. The second 90 degrees is a superficial look at what the error was. The next 90 degrees
is a reassessment of the archer’s personal shot plan,
it being ideal to keep this plan at seven points or
less. The final 90 degrees takes you back to pointing

“Athletes often say to me, “it was
going really well and then I
made a mistake and went to
pieces.” This can often lead to
an individual being terrified of
making a mistake.”
at the target, ready to shoot the next arrow and is a
reaffirmation of the trust you have in your skill and
your belief in your abilities. This process need only
take seconds and in this way you have actively dealt
with, and laid to rest, the error you just made.
This leads us on to the idea of an athlete needing to come to terms with things that they have no
control over and can not change and must therefore
adapt themselves to. This includes the weather, the
venue, illness, and nebulous anxiety (such as national representation). You cannot remove or hide from
Archery Focus

these factors, all one can do is come to terms with them. These factors should be taken into account during goal setting and may change
your goals. Realize that a goal set which requires something out of
your control can be a weak goal.
It is important in practice to think about how these factors will
affect performance during competition. On winning a major world
championship, an athlete I worked with was asked how it felt during
the closing stages of the competition and he explained that it was
pretty much how he expected it to be. The reporter asked what they
meant by this and he explained that he had “lived” this moment thousands of times before in practice. He had tailored his practice in order
to emulate winning by imagining what the crowd would be like, what
the weather would be like, what the venue would be like and how he
would feel being there. He had made the experience as real as he could
and then used this to plan and get an idea of what fears and anxieties
he would face, how he would control this and deal with what he
couldn’t control. This was an exceptional athlete but you can begin
this type of planning at any point in your career and you will be surprised by how much confidence it gives you.
As I said at the beginning of this article many non elite athletes
will focus on aspects of the technical skill when trying to elicit a performance, within a closed skill such as archery the level of cognitive
control exerted by the athlete should be minimal. In order to perform
under stress you must see the movement as a whole, the motor

“The use of planning and unique coping
strategies to increase arousal when
necessary and reduce panic and anxiety,
which will cause catastrophic failures, is
what separates the elite from the crowd.”
processes involved can not be functionally controlled they must be
trusted to as well learnt. To this end, difficult as it may seem, the
tougher the scenario, the less you must try to control your technique
to succeed. This skill, which is practiced for thousands of hours, is a
well honed automatic skill and the greatest leap of faith that you must
make is to trust this skill; to trust it implicitly when you are faced with
increased anxiety or stresses. The use of planning and unique coping
strategies to increase arousal when necessary and reduce panic and
anxiety, which will cause catastrophic failures, is what separates the
elite from the crowd. To some athletes these strategies are second
nature, their trust in their skill unshakeable and their ability to see the
performance as a whole, whilst breaking it down into manageable
aspects, allowing them a flexible control. To those with aspirations to
the elite level, who see this as an area of their game that they are lacking, start taking responsibility for your actions, ownership of your successes, and control over that which is yours to control. Quit worrying
about the rest.

Archery Focus
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Practice and
Train with a
Purpose
by John Vetterli

Lessons from the Martial Arts
What is the difference between practice and
training? Is it necessary to distinguish the two? So,
what is practice? One dictionary defines practice as:
“Repeated exercise in, or performance of, any activity or skill so as to acquire or maintain proficiency in
it.” What then is training? Another dictionary
states: “The action of teaching a person or animal a
particular skill or behavior.”
So, what is the real difference between practice
and training? My Iaido Sensei used to say, “Practice
of your art is what you do at home or on your own
time. Training is what I provide you here in the
dojo.” His message is that, if you don’t spend time
practicing on your own, when you come to the dojo
you are not ready to learn new skills and move on to
the next step of your training. You are essentially
caught up in a never-ending cycle of non-progress.
The famous martial arts teacher and actor Bruce
Lee referred to this cycle as “dry land swimming.”
His observation of his many students was that if you

“The saying in the martial arts is
‘Train the way you fight; fight the
way you train.’”
only practice your martial art during a class, your
time and energy are wasted and as futile as trying to
learn how to swim in the ocean without ever getting
in the water.
Archery, golf, music, painting, martial arts, professional skills, all of these and more require that
you put time in practice so that when you meet with
your teacher or coach, you have made personal
progress and you are ready to receive new or more
detailed information. I can tell you from personal
experience both as a teacher of the martial arts and
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as a student of competitive archery, nothing is more
frustrating than not progressing or, even worse,
backsliding in your performance. It drives me nuts
when we have students who come to the dojo for

“My coach would constantly comment negatively on my sessions
as just “flinging arrows.”
months and months and never progress because they
don’t put in time practicing. I get really bored teaching them the same thing every time they come to
class.
At the peak of my competitive archery experience,
I suffered similar problems. The problem was not
lack of practice but practicing without purpose. I
had several months of just going through the
motions and not being productive in the hundreds
of hours spent at the range. My coach would constantly comment negatively on my sessions as just
“flinging arrows.” I had to take a break for a while
from archery practice and training and go back to
my roots as a firefighter. In that field we trained
constantly; in my 22 year career there had never
been a break in our training.
The saying in the martial arts is “Train the way
you fight; fight the way you train.” Training has to
have purpose, intensity, and the same sense of
urgency that exists in the world we work in. The
reason for this is that when things get bad, I mean
really downright freaking scary and weird, your
mind and body will revert to your training and you
begin to run on a type of autopilot. That is the conditioned response that bypasses your logic and analytical mind and you just do what you have been
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trained to do. In those circumstances, if you waste time over thinking
the situation or event, you are probably going home in a box. Soldiers
refer to it as the “fog of war,” that is when they engage the enemy
without hesitation and their actions are swift and decisive-action, pure
unadulterated action with purpose and conviction with a single objective, to survive at any cost.
Training and practice with purpose . . . how do I do that in
archery?
My coach, Larry Smith, and I spent a lot of time training in a
competition format. He used timers, whistles, scoring, shooting full
FITA rounds in the heat of summer, rain or shine, those were the days
when there was no shooting, coaching, no form/technique work, it was
competing with yourself in similar physical conditions as occur in real
tournaments. It was where I learned to be self-sufficient in the heat of

“We also use a lot of goal-oriented training. It is
goals that give your practice the same level of
purpose that you get when you train with your
coach.”
competition, how to stay mentally focused for hours on end, how to
adapt to heat, cold, rain, wind, and the usual equipment malfunctions
that occur. It is reality-based training. And it is hard work. Since it
snows where I live, the winter seasons were reserved for form/technique training. You don’t want to be messing around with your equipment and shooting form when you are competing. Save that for the
down time in your competition schedule.
We also use a lot of goal-oriented training. Establishing goals during training sessions gives you the things you need to improve on or
enhance during your practice. It is goals that give your practice the
same level of purpose that you get when you train with your coach.
My two teaching partners from our martial arts school and I
just returned from a seminar with a renowned sword teacher from
Japan and he hit on this subject over and over. At the end of the sem-

“My coach, Larry Smith, and I spent a lot of
time training in a competition format. He
used timers, whistles, scoring, shooting full
FITA rounds in the heat of summer, rain or
shine”
inar he told all of the attendees, “Remember, this is the art of killing
and not a dance, train with the same intensity and fury of real combat,
in your mind it has to be a real fight of life and death or this art
becomes merely a dance.” Pretty powerful words.
Fight the way you train; train the way you fight.
Shoot the way you compete; compete the way you shoot.

Archery Focus
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Pipe Bows
as Training
Aids
by Van Webster

When working with new archers it is important
to get their form right before moving students up to
higher draw weight bows. Current teaching techniques
start archers out with form straps or string bows to get
posture and body positioning correct. Dynamic movements can be practiced under load with an elastic band,
strengthening the body and raising awareness of the
correct muscle uses.
Archers should then progress to very light draw
weight bows to get the feel of the archery shot well in
hand before moving up to a heaver bow. Ultra light
draw weight bows were available some years back and
were commonly called “banana bows.” The lightest
draw weight bows available commercially now are typically 15 to 18 pounds. Ideally, a bow with a draw
weight of under 10 pounds should be used to transition
from training aids to drawing a “real” bow. While it is
possible to custom order ultra light draw weight bows,
such bows will be as costly as a conventional bow and
often require a long waiting time for delivery.
An alternative to the expensive custom training
bow is the “pipe bow” made out of PVC water pipe. For
about US$3.00 in materials and 15-20 minutes of
labor, you can build an effective archery training aid
that can be dry fired or can cast an arrow a short distance. Here’s how you make one.

At a home improvement store, purchase one piece
of 1⁄2˝ (1.2 cm) PVC pipe for each bow that you want
to make. PVC pipe comes in 10´ (3 m) lengths. You
will be cutting a piece 62˝to 70˝ (155 cm to 175 cm)
long from the pipe so there will be some waste. You can

“The lightest draw weight bows
available commercially now are
typically 15 to 18 pounds. Ideally,
a bow with a draw weight of
under 10 pounds should be used
to transition from training aids to
drawing a “real” bow.”
use the scraps of left over pipe to make target or paper
tuning frames for your range. Also purchase some
tubular foam insulation for 1⁄2˝ pipe, normally used to
insulate water pipes. The tubular insulation comes in
8-10´ (2.5-3 m) lengths, so one piece of insulation will
be enough material to make the handles for 6-10 bows.
You’ll also need some 1˝ (2.5 cm) wide clothbacked tape for reinforcement. I use gaffer’s tape, common in the video and film business, because it is strong

The pipe bow is a piece of 1⁄2˝ inside diameter plastic pipe cut to a length of 66-70˝ and fitted with a simple handle. It has a draw weight of less
than 10 pounds and is a useful tool for shooting form work.
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and doesn’t get gummy over time. You may want some
spray adhesive glue, often used to paste targets onto
cardboard backing, to secure the handles in place. For
a string, I use 1⁄8˝ (3 mm) diameter nylon cord, available at sporting goods stores that carry camping and

“Pipe bows can also be used for
public shoots and community outreach programs.”
outdoor equipment.
Start the process of making your bow by gently
bending an entire piece of the 1⁄2˝ pipe to determine in
which direction it prefers to bend. All pipes have
inconsistencies in manufacture that make the pipe
bend more easily in one direction. Once you have
determined which way the pipe likes to bend, mark the
end of the pipe to align your string cuts.
Next cut the pipe to length. The length should be
the same as the length of the bow the archer will eventually be using. The goal in choosing the length of the
pipe is to replicate the angle of the string as it meets
the face at full draw. Cut the pipe to 62˝ to 70˝ length
as desired. Also note that the shorter the pipe, the
higher the draw weight of the bow.
If you are working with compound archers, you
can make 60˝ (150 cm) bows that will have a higher
draw weight but will be more consistent with the
shorter axle-to-axle length of a compound bow. You
can get two 60˝ bows out of a single 10´ piece of PVC
pipe reducing your
cost even further.
Using the marks
on the bow as a
guide, cut each end
of the bow at about a
15 degree angle to
form a tapered tip
(see photos). I use a
band saw for these
cuts, but the plastic
can be easily cut
using hand or power
saws. Clean up the
feathered ends of the
cut with some light
sandpaper.
Next, cut the
string grooves using
a
rotary
hand
grinder such as a
handle is made of tubular foam
MotoTool. I use a The
insulation, reinforced with tape top and
conical cutting tool bottom. A second ring of tape can indiand form a notch cate the top half of the bow.
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plus a groove for the string to ride in. You can also use
a small diameter rat tail file to do the same job by
hand. Smooth all of the edges that come into contact
with the string to
minimize wear.
Cut a 9˝ (24 cm)
long piece of the
insulating foam and
slide it onto the pipe.
You may want to use
some spray adhesive
or double stick tape
to hold the insulation in place. Reinforce the ends of the
insulation by wrapping a band of 1˝
(2.5 cm) cloth tape
around the insulation.
Cut a 6 foot (2
m) long piece of 1⁄8˝
cord and tie a loop at
one end. Thread the
Each end of the pipe is cut at a diagonal
and then notched to hold the string. Use loop on the bow and
a bit of sandpaper to smooth the edges bend the bow to the
and remove any feathering.
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desired brace height. Tie a second loop at the other
end of the string at the desired length and you are
ready to go. There is no need to include a nocking
point.
In practice, pipe bows are great for refining
shooting form, correcting problems, and as an intermediate step in the daily warm up process. I find that
young archers really like to work with pipe bows as
they are easy to use and rather “cool.” They are strong
enough to cast an arrow into a target up to five
yards/meters away.
Compound archers can attach their release aids to
the string of the pipe bow and work on their shooting
form consistent with the way they shoot. Pipe bows are
a great way to set the trigger point for back tension
releases as they can be dry fired without fear of damage.

For fun, stage a clout shoot using only pipe bows
shot at a target laying flat on the ground about 25
yards/meters away. The person who gets their arrow
closest to the center of the target wins. Pipe bows can
also be used for public shoots and community outreach
programs. Some people even sell pipe bows as novelty
items at craft and outdoor fairs.
Do not leave your pipe bows strung up when not
in use. PVC pipe is only moderately elastic and will
take a set curve if bent over time, reducing its effectiveness. A pipe bow may only last a training season
before having to be replaced but at such a low cost, the
expense to your program will be minimal. Pipe bows
are a fun, inexpensive and very effective training tool
that you can easily add to your archery training program.
Have fun!

Archers at the Olympic Training Center in Chula Vista, CA use pipe bows, light weight bows, and elastic bands for form training. The archer with the
pipe bow has added an elastic band to increase the draw weight. Note how the angle of the string on the pipe bow allows for good facial contact.
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Whatever
Happened to
the Closed
Stance?
by Steve Ruis

In 1972 John Williams won an Olympic Gold
medal with a closed stance. Thirty-five years later no
one is talking about the closed stance, to the extent
that it isn’t even mentioned in beginning archery manuals. In this article I intend to show you that you may
want to take the closed stance out of storage, dust it
off, and give it a try.
Stance, Smance

Beginning archers often think: “Stance, smance, why
can’t I just stand there? Why do you have to get so
technical?” As I see it, our stance has two criteria to
fulfill. One is to provide a stable platform upon which
our upper body executes archery shots. The other is to
make sure we are “aimed” at the target. The first is
obvious, the second maybe not so. To use an extreme
example, if you were to put your bow-side foot behind
the shooting line and your draw-side foot in front, you
would have a very difficult time hitting the target. The
stance is the first part of aiming. If your stance is
wrong, your shoulders can’t maneuver the bow into
line with the target to have a chance of hitting it. So,
the questions are: how do we line up our body correctly to be able to hit the target and how do we make our
lower body stable so our upper body can execute the
shot? The answers involve technique which makes this
a technical subject (to answer the question above).
Before we begin a discussion of the closed stance
let’s get an overview of target archery stances.
Target Archery Stances—
An Overview

Most coaches can describe the three basic stancessquare, open, closed-in their sleep (well, they can if
they weren’t trained recently). If you are not one of
those:
• a square stance is one in which a line extended across
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the tips of the archer’s shoes points directly to the
centerline of the target (see Figure 1)
• an open stance is one in which a line extended across
the tips of the archer’s shoes points to the left of the
centerline of the target (for right-handed archers,
again see Figure 1)
• a closed stance is one in which a line extended across
the tips of the archer’s shoes points to the right of
the centerline of the target (for right-handed archers,
again see Figure 1)

Figure 1 Diagram showing foot positions for square, open, closed, and
B.E.S.T. stances (from left to right, respectively).

In my experience, most beginners start with a
square stance (it is easier to acquire and easier to
repeat) and then move to an open stance and that compound archers tend to favor an open stance over a
square stance from the beginning. Very few archers use
a closed stance any more.
During the days of Power Archery (back in the
1960s), people tended to use a very open stance (>45º,
see Figure 2).
Rick McKinney (in The Simple Art of Winning,
page 23) describes a stance where both feet are almost
pointing toward the target (see Figure 3) which he used
in strong winds. This would have to be described as
being 80-90º open.
There was also something called the natural
stance, which I found very attractive when I first heard
of it. The point was that your body has a natural tenContinued on the Next Page
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Figure 2 The “Power Archery Stance” ca. 1964. From a square stance,
the target-side foot is moved back until the toe is even with the heel and
then that foot is rotated to about a 45° angle. This stance has a great deal
in common with the B.E.S.T. stance.

dency built in regarding where to point the bow. If you
position your body other than in your natural stance,
you will have to incorporate muscle to swing the bow
onto the target. The procedure went something like
this: take your stance and close your eyes; bring your
bow up, draw and anchor and “settle in,” then open
your eyes. If your bow/sight wasn’t pointed exactly at
the center of the target (in the left-right sense, not updown) move your feet until it was. You then repeated
this process until you could draw on the target with
your eyes closed and then when you opened them, you

were pointed in the right direction. This stance was
your natural stance. This procedure had to be repeated
from time to time as the stance could change due to
injuries or weight gains or other effects.
With the hiring of KiSik Lee as USA Archery’s
National Coach, there is a great deal of interest in the
B.E.S.T. Method, at least amongst Olympic-style
archers. Here is a description of the B.E.S.T. stance
(sources: Total Archery and www.kslinternationalarchery.com.). The open stance provides for a biomechanically stronger stance, especially in windy conditions. The feet should be about shoulder width apart
with the back foot parallel to the shooting line and the
front foot at about 30-40 degrees. The archer’s weight
is evenly distributed on both feet. The recommended
weight distribution is about 60-70% on the balls of the
feet and 40-30% on the heels. The knees are neither
locked back or bent. The hips must be slightly tilted
backwards, which can be likened to the feeling when
squeezing the buttocks together. The sternum must be
kept down to provide more front clearance. The shoulders must be in line with the target, but the hips must
stay open to the target (see Figure 4).

Figure 4 Rearward photos of archers showing cupped back (without hip
cock) and straight back (with hip cock) and mentioning that even with
60% of weight on the toes, the archer seems to be straight up and down.

The Open Stance is Preferred

Figure 3 Rick McKinney’s “wind stance” (Simple Art of Winning, p. 23).
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Currently the open stance is preferred by recurve and
compound archers alike. Let’s look at this in detail.
The Open Stance for Compound Archers Compound
archers have preferred an open stance for quite a while.
The reasons seem to be because the power of a compound bow is determined by leverage built into the
design and is not at all like how the power of a recurve
bow is generated. In a recurve bow, the power of the
bow is determined by two large factors: draw weight
and draw length. Since the archer is bending the limbs
directly, a premium is put upon draw length. Recurve
Archery Focus

archers must get as close to their bows as is possible to Archers with poor line (their elbows are outside of
maximize their draw lengths. This creates a flat “force arrow line) are almost required to “pluck” the string by
triangle” (see Figure 5) with one side of the triangle opening their fingers when releasing. The best release
consisting of the bow hand, bow arm, the bones across of the string comes when the fingers are simply relaxed
the shoulders, the second side consists of the upper and the string leaves of its own accord. This is
draw arm, and the third is the draw hand and forearm extremely difficult is the archer is not “in line.” Getting
to the elbow. This brings the bowstring very close to past line is insurance for being short of line. If one is
the chest (which is why recurve
behind line, the normal variation from
archers wear chest protectors) and
shot to shot will not be great enough
very close to the bow forearm (which
to get you out of line. Normal variais why recurve archers wear armtion when the archer is merely “in
guards).
line” means that a sizable percentage
Compound archers, on the other
of the shots will be made with the
hand, have more of a “force trapeelbow slight outside of line.
zoid.” By not standing so closely to
So, what does line have to do with
the bow, the bow arm and the shoulstance? Consider the following two
ders make an angle adding another
points (all for a right-handed archers,
side to the force pathways (see Figure
sorry lefties, you have to reverse every6)—side one of the trapezoid consistthing): 1) In order for the draw foreing of the bow hand and the bow arm,
arm and elbow to be in line, the side of
side two being the bones across the
the force triangle containing the
shoulders, the third side consists of
shoulders must point to the right of
the upper draw arm, and the fourth is
the target (assuming the arrow is
the draw hand and forearm to the
pointing at the target, of course). If
elbow.
you don’t understand this, look at FigSo, why are compound archers
ure 5 again. 2) Archers failing to get
body positions different from recurve
their shoulders in that alignment push
archers? It is simply because this postheir draw elbows outside of the arrow
ture is more comfortable. The open
line.
stance and the slightly open bow
Now, explain to me how rotating
shoulder means compound archers do
your stance to the left of the target
not have to turn their heads so far
(creating an open stance) helps you
over their shoulders, eliminating Figure 5 (left) The force triangle in an Olympic get your shoulders onto a line to the
archer (see text).
strain on the neck. This comes recurve
Figure 6 (right) The force trapezoid in a typical right of the target! It does not; in
about because the power of a com- compound archer (see text).
fact, it makes it more difficult. I
pound bow is determined largely by
have read author after author state
the design of the eccentrics used and not so much on the opposite: “I helps me get into my back,” “It makes
draw length. The eccentric design provides “letoff,” the correct back tension easier,” “It opens up the back to
lessening of the draw force to 20-33% of peak weight, make using it easier,” etc. Now, the B.E.S.T. stance
which provides more time to aim, which in turn makes it clear that all of the twisting is supposed to be
requires more relaxation at full draw to do effectively. from the waist up and the purpose of the twisting is to
The things to watch out for if you are a compound provide stability from wind forces, but if an archer isn’t
archer, or coach compound archers, is that an open in line (or better, beyond it), what good is wind stabilstance can lead to a torso that is too open (a shoulder ity?
angle too great) which can lead to bow shoulder
On the other hand, consider the closed stance.
injuries and poor groups. Make sure your torso is Does rotating your stance to the right of the target
aimed down the shooting line to prevent this.
help you get your shoulders aligned to the right of the
The Open Stance for Recurve Archers The great- target? Yeah, you betcha! The stance nobody is recomest form failing I see in American recurve archers is a mending helps reduce the number one form failing of
lack of good “line” or alignment with the arrow line (see American recurve archers. Go figure! Maybe there is
my article “Pluck, Pluck, Pluck” in Vol. 10, No. 3). something I am not seeing here and, if so, I am hoping
Olympic recurve archers with good line have their someone will write about what I am seeing that is
draw elbows past (toward the back) the point where a wrong. (We will publish that article.)
line through the arrow (the “arrow line”) extends rearWhile this is an unresolved issue (at least in my
ward, or at the very least their elbows are on that line.
Continued on the Next Page
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mind) it is interesting to me that at the FITA World
Coaching Conference last October, the Koreans (the
best Olympic-style archers on the planet) are seriously
considering going back to a square stance from the
open stance they have been recommending. (Notes
from that conference are available on FITA’s websitethanks, FITA!)
Maybe the next stop is the closed stance.
Practical Matters

I do not work with elite athletes. Of my current 5-6
students, only one is a serious and competitive archer.
But the others are quite good, even though they don’t
have much experience. I asked the serious one (1100
FITA Round and climbing and he has excellent line)
to do the following experiment (at the end of the competitive season): try a closed stance for a week or two
and see whether it is easier or harder to get in line. The
result: easier. One of my other students, who is older
(~40 years old) and progressing rapidly, went from an
open stance to a square stance upon my recommendation and later told me that all of the lower back pain he
had been experiencing from archery was no longer evident.
Now these are just anecdotes, but you may find
that you or some of your students may want to experiment with a more closed stance.
Fine Tuning Your Stance The procedure above
under the description of the “natural stance” is more
than a little imprecise. Is their a procedure by which a
best stance for a specific archer can be determined?
The answer is: I now know of two. One was published
in AFm Vol. 11, No. 5 Expanding on the ‘Blank Bale’
Technique by Tom Dorigatti, in which a
compound archer shoots blindfolded,
adjusting his stance until he could shoot
good groups in the center of the target that
way. Check out that article if you are interested in the details. The other technique I just learned
from Larry Wise, one of the finest compound coaches
in the world. In Larry’s technique you take two three
dot (40 cm) target strips and mount them sideways and
end-to-end. You then take a square stance aligned to
the center of that strip and shoot arrows at 18
meters/20 yards. You must shoot in a nonsequential
order-you can shoot all of the targets from left to right
one time then from right to left, then in random
sequences, etc. but you can’t keep shooting in the same
sequence. If you shoot them always from left to right,
for example, and your fourth shot is technically weak
(due to shot timing, breathing, fatigue, etc.), you will
get poor performance on the fourth target every time
which is unrelated to stance.
Shoot these targets for a number of days and then
look at the patterns made. The three targets to the left
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represent three degrees of closed stance; the three targets on the right represent three degrees of open
stance. If one of the targets shows clearly superior
grouping, the stance associated with that target is your
best stance. If the leftmost or rightmost target shows
best grouping you will want to repeat the experiment
aligning your square stance with the left edge (if the
rightmost target proved superior) or right edge (if the
leftmost target proved superior). This will give you six
degrees of open stances or closed stances, respectively,
to compare.
All of this is in the absence of wind, mind you.
Standing in the Wind

Concerning the effect of the wind on archers and
arrows and the abilities of stances to resist wind forceswe know very little about this. We know that the effect
of a side wind on an archer is greater than the effect on
the arrow, even on quite long shots. That is about it.
If I had the resources, I would do the following
experiments. I would acquire a “Hollywood-style wind
machine” (these are also use to dispel cold air in vineyards to prevent the freezing of wine grapes). I would
have archers shoot at a reasonably long distance (70 m)
and establish the sizes of their groups. I would then
turn on the wind machine, first producing a 5 mph
wind at the archer’s backs, but then 10, 15, and 20 mph
winds. The grouping testing would be repeated. Ends
would be shot “windless” in between “windy” ends to
ensure that the archers’ form does not deteriorate. The
size and drift of the groups would be determined and
correlated with the stances of the archers. I do not
know whether we could expect individual archers to be
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able to group consistently with a number of different
stances (this could be tested), so I would expect a large
number of archers to be needed (to supply a wide variety of stances). We may be able to learn if stance has
any role to play in wind stability.
If anyone with the resources to do such an experiment were to do it, I guarantee we will publish the
results. In the absence of such or similar experimental
data, all such discussions of stance and wind are speculative at best.
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That bright and shiny new bow that you’ve
waited a month or more to receive has finally arrived!
At last it is here and you cannot wait to shoot it. How
“Proactive” are you in your bow ownership?
In this article, I’ll outline some things to do with
that new bow before you so much as draw it back for
the first time. Doing these things can save you many
difficulties and give you peace of mind about the new
bow’s condition upon its arrival. This article deals with
“Proactive Bow Ownership.” I’ll be covering what to
do upon arrival and the bow registration process, along
with many tips concerning these. In a subsequent article, I’ll discuss tips for mounting accessories, initial
bow setup, and those all-important first few hundred
shots out of a new bow. You might already be doing a
lot of these but others you might have never given a
thought to. Enjoy the article and that shiny new bow
you just got.

Don’t cut this bag prior to getting it and the bow out
of the box.
4.Check for the location of any miscellaneous parts, the
owner’s manual, and other items. Normally they are in
the bag with the bow. Sometimes, however they are
lying in the bottom of the box. Things to look for
with some bows are: the cable guard glide and cable
guard (if not on the bow already), attachment brackets and bolts for the cable guard, and of course the all
important registration form and/or owner’s manual.
5.Check the entire bow over for mars, marks, dents, and
dings. If you find any problems, take pictures of
them. Do this in VGA mode so that you can send
them via e-mail. It is best to do this right there at the
shop so that the shop owner or vendor can see that
you didn’t mess with the bow before reporting the
problem. Here’s some key things to look for (actually there are many things, but over the years, these are
some of the most common problems I have found):

Proactive Bow Ownership—

Your New
Compound Bow
Has Arrived!

by Tom Dorigatti

Simple but often overlooked items to check out to
make your transition to that shiny new bow easier
Upon Arrival

The first things I recommend a person do when they
get their new bow and before installing anything on it
are obvious but often overlooked in the excitement of
finally getting that long-awaited bright and shiny new
bow.
1.Before opening the box, inspect the condition of the box.
This can be a tip-off to shipping damage and where
to look for it if there is any. If I see a damaged box, I
take a picture of it before I open it.
2.When opening the box don’t rush it and do not cut into
the box with a knife. Cut the packing tape at the end
of the box carefully and open the end flap. Then,
carefully remove the bow from the box by lifting it
out. Don’t try to get the bow out of the box in a
hurry. There is no rush here.
3.Remove the bow from its protective plastic bag. Many
bow manufacturers wrap the riser with bubble wrap
and then place the bow into a full length plastic bag.
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a. Dings or rough spots on the cams. These are serious and can cut up a bowstring or serving in no
time. These are unacceptable and the bow should
be returned or the cams replaced, if new cams are
in the shop.
b.Limb scratches, dings, or cracks. Again, these are
unacceptable depending upon, of course, how
severe they are and their location.
c. Missing “E” clips. This is a very common problem
and must be addressed immediately. It is not a big
enough concern to return the bow, but the bow
shop should install any “E” clips missing from the
axles immediately.
d.Missing nuts and bolts. It might not seem like a
big deal, but missing nuts and/or bolts are more
common than you might think. They are also easily overlooked when you first get the bow. It is better to find out now, in the shop and get them
Continued on the Next Page
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replaced right away than it is to discover a day later
that something is missing.
e. Peak poundage. Most bows come in today set at
maximum poundage. Weigh the bow on the shop’s
scale before touching anything and record what
the bow peaks at. If it is above what you ordered by
more than 4 or 5 pounds be concerned. Many
come in peaked out at 2 - 4 pounds over what the
limb states as maximum. Personally, I hope for
that, but won’t accept 5 or more pounds over what
I ordered.
f. Check the cam modules for positioning and that
the cables are, if on a twin or hybrid cam bow, on
the same “slot” on the module(s).
g.Check the let-off. If you ordered 65%, make sure
the bow is set for that. If you ordered 80%, then
check for that. Many bows have the option of both
on the same module. Check that you got the letoff you ordered or that you can set the bow to the
ordered let-off.
h.Check the draw length by measuring it (don’t trust
the limb tag!). Now comes the touchy part. The
intent of all this is to make you aware of this situation, if you didn’t already know it. The bow may
or may not be set to the draw length that you
ordered. That isn’t a big deal on a modular system.
However, on a draw length specific cam this is
serious stuff. You need to make sure that with minimal adjustment you can get the “ordered” draw
length. Oftentimes, bows come in on a “longer”
setting than they should for any given cam
type/size. Some bows “run” 1⁄2˝ (1.2 cm) long while
others run 3⁄4˝ (1.9 cm) or more longer that what
the order says it is or what the limb tag says it is.
Never, ever trust the limb tag as being gospel; more
often than not, it is not correct. If you have “room”
to get the draw length you want on the delivered
cams and/or modules, then everything is fine. On
bows with adjustable modules, you may end up
away from the “middle of the range,” but normally, unless they shipped the wrong cam size totally,
you are probably going to be just fine. However, if
you cannot get your draw length without radically
twisting up the strings and/or cables, or putting
the cam out of “optimal position,” then return the
bow immediately and tell them to send one with
the correct draw length or to exchange the cam for
the correct one.
Notice that I’m saying to check the draw length as
the bow sits right now and that you have room to
go either way. There is a method to this madness.
Since the bow probably came in maxed out in
poundage and you are likely to be reducing that
poundage, you must be aware that when you lessen
the draw weight to what you want to shoot, the
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draw length setting is going to increase by about
1/8˝ (3 mm) per 1/2 turn of those limb bolts. This
being said, can you imagine the impact on this if
you ordered 28˝ AMO, but maxed out the bow is
already 28 1/2˝ AMO and you plan on letting it
down 6 or 8 pounds or more (that is two full turns
or more on the limb bolts) for shooting it? That
means that when you “set the poundage” your draw
length will now be somewhere between 29˝ and 29
1/2˝ of draw, which on a draw length specific cam
is way out of specification and you won’t achieve
your “ordered draw length” very easily with that
cam without changing the bow string and/or
putting the cam out of its optimal range. This is
only of major concern if you are really going to be
dropping that poundage a lot from maxed out to
your planned shooting weight.
j. Check the axle-to-axle measurement and the brace
height while the bow is maxed out. This can give
you clues as to whether the string and cables are
“in spec” or not. Most people change to new
strings and cables now a days, but as you will see,
I’m a bit different with regard to this item. There
is a reason for this in part of the proactive
approach. Write down these measurements.
k.Read the Owner’s manual before doing anything
with the bow. Even if you think you know all about
the bow, it won’t hurt to check things out in the
manual.
l. Check all the limb mounting bolts and cam module bolts for tightness. Do not over tighten these
bolts; just make sure they are snug before doing
anything. Often, the bolts that attach the limb
pockets to the riser are loose. It is a good idea to
check these out and make sure they aren’t stripped
out or exceedingly loose.
Registering your Bow with the
Manufacturer

If everything above checks out and you are happy with
your purchase, now is the time to register your bow.
Always take care of this as soon as possible. Most failures occur within the first few thousand shots but, not
all of them. If the bow is registered right away, and
you’ve shown the dealer any “flaws”, etc, it makes it
much quicker and easier to make a warranty claim.
1.Remove the bow’s “Information Tag” from the end of the
box it was shipped in. Most bow companies have a
computerized shipping and inventory system. When
the bow is shipped, it has a removable label on the
end of the shipping container that has the bow’s serial number and other information on it, along with
the bar-coded information. They have made this tag
easily removable for safe-keeping. I have discovered
however, that few bow shops and even fewer new
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owners pay any attention to this all important shipment and inventory tag. I always remove this tag and
put it on the “hand-filled” registration form.
Compare the serial number and bow specifications
on this tag to the actual serial number that is on the
bow (see Photo #1).
2.Fill out the registration form and attach your store
receipt to the owner’s manual. This is often overlooked

Photo 1
by bow-owners. However, down the road, should a
problem arise, this can be very important. Many bow
companies are going to want to see that store receipt!
Don’t forget to fill out the Bow Owner’s Data form
in the instruction manual (see Photo #2).
3.Mail in the registration form or register the bow online.

Photo 2
I prefer to register my bows on-line and save the
postage stamp. In addition, I don’t have to make a
copy of the registration form, so I have that form, the
sales receipt, and the bar-coded manufacturer’s label
in one place for safe-keeping, along with the owner’s
manual.
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With all of the above items accomplished, you
are now ready to begin installing the accessories and
mounting items to your bow. In a subsequent article,
we’ll discuss some tips and proactive steps to take in
order to make this initial set-up a bit more hassle free
and reliable.
Summary

We have discussed the following in this article:
• Inspection of the bow’s shipping box prior to opening the box.
• Checking for all the items that are supposed to come
with the bow.
• Checking for missing nuts and bolts or other parts
and accessories.
• In addition, a list that cannot be totally all-inclusive
was given for the inspection of the new bow for
scratches, dents, dings, and blemishes at the shop
before you so much as draw the bow back for the first
time.
• Checking the peak draw weight to insure that it isn’t
way over or under what you ordered.
• Checking the cams for dings and rough edges and
that the cam sizing is correct for the draw length that
you ordered.
• Checking that the let-off percentage is what you
ordered and/or that you can set the bow to the letoff that you want.
• Checking the bow’s draw length while at full, bottomed-out peak weight to insure it won’t be way too
long should you desire to lower the peak weight.
(Lowering the peak weight lengthens draw length
about 1/8˝ (3 mm) per half turn of the limb bolts).
This is probably the most important item of the lot,
other than dings, dents, and blemishes or flaws. On
a fixed draw length cam, this can be a crucial and allimportant item necessitating a return of the bow or
a cam switch if it is too far off of what you ordered.
Remember, most of the time, the bow will come in
longer on draw length, but not always. It depends
upon the manufacturer and the style of cam system
involved.
• Checking the axle-to-axle length and the brace
height. This gives clues as to whether the string and
cables are reasonably close to specifications or not.
• Reading the owner’s manual first.
• Registering your bow with the manufacturer and
saving all the shipping information, receipts, and
recording bow specs in the manual
If you follow the above items at a minimum, you
will find that this simple proactive approach to bow
ownership will give you a lot of peace of mind as you
proceed to setting up that new bow.
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by Jason Butler

Bow shooting with both of your eyes open is a very
good way to both practice and hunt.
The buck looked magnificent in the early morning glow. A transient hue of blue, green, and yellow light
danced off the forest duff as the sun inched upward like a
gigantic egg. It was early November, a favored time to be
in the deer woods. When the buck offered a broadside
shot five minutes later my heart was thudding like a bongo
drum. I drew and aimed in one fluid motion. Bearing

In hunting situations, shooting with both eyes open has numerous
advantages and it will allow you to make shots you would otherwise
have to pass up.
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down, I watched the buck the same way I did my 3-D target in my backyard for months before-with both of my
eyes wide open. The arrow passed through the buck so
quickly it probably felt like no more than a bee sting.
I have become accustomed to aiming with both of my
eyes open for the last seven or eight years now. In that time
I’m convinced I’ve made shots on live game I never would
have made if I shot differently. Now I find closing my
non-aiming eye by either squinting, or all the way, a complete handicap. This is especially true in low evening and
early morning light. If you close one of your eyes, you
immediately block out half of your vision. This definitely
complicates things. Particularly when you’re trying to keep
your arrow from hitting brush or other obstacles between
you and an animal. Having all of your vision makes this
much easier.
Shooting this way is also not as complicated as you
might think; with just a few hours of practice, your aiming
technique will adjust. Your non-aiming eye picks up all
sorts of details that you would otherwise miss. Your fieldof-view widens greatly and your sense of balance is considerably better. I’ve had many walking deer that I’ve
stopped by grunting with my mouth in a shooting lane as
I tracked them with my bow. But my left eye (non-aiming
eye) is what saw the lane first. It has worked many times.
Many bowhunters shoot this way already. That’s
good. They know the benefits first-hand about shooting
with both eyes open. I have friends who have tried this but
couldn’t seem to get the hang of it. Their dominant eyes
lost some of their clarity with their off-eyes open. This
being the case, some of them squint with their non-aiming eye instead of closing it completely; this way their eye
is not closed completely, so they get partial benefit of an
open eye.
Surprisingly, many people don’t have a dominant eye
or are confused about their own. To figure this out, simply
raise either one of your arms and point upward at something like a telephone pole with both of your eyes open.
Then close your left eye. If your finger is still pointing at
the pole then you have a dominant right eye. If you close
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eye being dominant and vice-versa. This means that your
“off eye” is the one your brain likes to do close work with,
like aiming, and it can take over in the excitement and your
arrow with never find its mark. If this is the case for you
and you use a peep site, always make sure it’s “shadow” is
in your sight picture. This will prevent problems like this.
A friend of mine was hunting in Ontario, Canada just
last fall. He was hunting moose, and a bull was coming to
his call near dusk. Shooting light was ticking away as the
big bull finally showed himself. My friend, who always
shoots with his non-aiming eye closed, drew his bow and
tried to aim behind the shoulder but couldn’t get a clear
picture. In his own haste he opened his non-aiming eye in
desperation to get a better view and was amazed at how
much his vision instantly opened up. Consequently, he let
an arrow fly that evening and made a great shot. He later
told me he would never shoot with one eye closed again in
a hunting situation.
Without question big game animals move predominately at dawn and dusk. A challenge for hunters with limited vision. Shooting with both eyes open may help you
get an animal you would otherwise have to pass up. So if
you haven’t tried shooting this way make sure you give it
an honest run. I doubt you’ll ever regret doing so!

Join the NFAA!

Practice, practice, practice. Practicing with both eyes open on the range
is a great way to make sure you are dead accurate when the time comes
to go hunting.

your right eye and your finger appears to be pointing to the
right of the pole it further confirms you have a dominant
right eye. Left eye dominant people will experience opposite results. If the finger doesn’t point at the pole no matter which eye you close, you are that rare bird, someone
with no eye dominance.
Where you can encounter a problem is when you
shoot cross-dominant, that is right-handed with your left
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Use a string peep sight with a large hole to allow more light in as you
aim. This will still keep you accurate but allow you to see clearly as well.
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Simplicity is one of the main attractions of
traditional archery. I am going to share with you a traditional string I have been using for years that does not
take any special string jig to construct. In fact, all you
will need is string material, beeswax, a tape measure, a
board or work bench and two nails.
The string material I am going to be using for this
writing is 100% natural linen thread. The best thread I
have found for making linen bow strings is a rather
small diameter thread, approximately 0.008 in diameter. The thread I buy is spooled up in one ounce bundles and contains 375 yards of thread.
This thread has a 4 to 5 pound breaking strength.
I much prefer more strands of low breaking strength
thread over fewer strands of higher breaking strength

several times to get a good average.
When using all natural string material, such as
linen, hemp, or silk, a very serviceable string can be
made by using enough strands in your bow string for
the sum of their breaking strengths to be 4 to 5 times
greater than the pull of the bow you intend to use. One
nice thing about using the thread I have described
(with a 4 to 5 pound breaking strength) is you simply
construct a string with at least the same number of
strands as pounds of pull.
My strings are constructed with three separate
bundles of thread. For example, if I were to build a
string for a 42 pound bow, my string would have three
bundles, each bundle containing 14 strands of thread.
If you are not quite such a die-hard traditionalist

A Traditional
Longbow
String
by Brian J. Luke

. . . with a Different Twist
thread. I have made bow strings from linen that had a
20 pound breaking strength and they have proven to be
much less serviceable than the strings I make out of the
4 to 5 pound linen.
If you have trouble finding a good source of small
diameter linen thread you can purchase the thread I
use from the web site www.logcabinshop.com. If you
go to this website, select the section entitled “Sewing
and Beadwork,” once there select page 12. On page 12
you will find natural linen thread, light weight, item
number 85800. It costs
US$5.25 for the 375 yard
one ounce spool.
If you already have a
source of linen and want
to test the breaking
strength, simply tie a single strand on the hook of
a spring bow scale. Pull
the string and simultaneously read the bow scale
until the point of breaking the string. Do this
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and wanted to use a modern string material, such as
Dacron, you can still follow the instructions in this writing with the exception that there will be no need to add
strengtheners in the ends of the three bundles as I will
describe later. You will also want to follow the bowstring
manufacturer’s instruction on the number of strands to
use. A bow string made out of Dacron with a 50 pound
breaking strength will be much stronger than our natural linen string. I do not believe I have ever worn out a
Dacron string made as I am about to describe.
The linen strings are
just simply more traditional. They have less
stretch and out perform
the recommended strand
Dacron string as far as
speed of the arrow. The
trouble with linen is it can
break unpredictably, just
as an all wood self bow
can be unpredictable
compared to a fiberglass
backed bow.
Archery Focus

You just have to understand the limitations of all
natural materials and accept the fact that you will
replace a linen string much more often than a Dacron
string.
I have found I can safely use a natural linen string
like the ones I describe below for an entire shooting
season, shooting almost daily in good weather. After a
long winter of rest I will make a new string for the
spring season.
Now, let’s get to the string making. The string
we will be making is neither a Flemish twist string nor
a continuous loop string; it is a double loop braided
string.
The reason I like the braided string over the Flemish twist string is the fact you need no special jig, the
string we will make will be lighter and faster than a
Flemish twist string and you will never be able to accidentally untwist a braided string like you can with a
Flemish while adjusting brace height.
The continuous loop strings I have made from
natural linen have had a very short life, so I cannot recommend that procedure.
To make explanation easier I will call the “String
Length” or SL to be two inches shorter than the actual nock to nock dimension of your longbow. The finished string will actually be shorter than this; I am just
calling it the string length for ease of explanation. I
have assumed you are shooting a longbow because this
type of string is really best suited for a longbow. I have
made this type of string for recurve archers and they
prefer a continuous loop or Flemish string for their
recurves. The braided sting caused an unwanted slapping sound on some recurves.

“All you will need is string material,
beeswax, a tape measure, a board
or work bench and two nails.”
Let us say the nock to nock dimension of our
longbow is 68 inches. We will call our string length, or
SL, 66 inches.
Our bow for this example has a 42 pound draw.
With our 4 to 5 pound breaking strength linen thread
we will create three bundles of fourteen strands of
thread.
To begin, place two nails in a board, work bench,
or fallen tree depending where you are, at a distance 11
inches longer than the determined string length or SL.
In our case with a SL of 66 inches, the nails are placed
77 inches apart.
Tie one end of your thread to a nail and loop
around the two nails until you have fourteen strands.
Then cut all fourteen strands with a pair of scissors or
Archery Focus

knife as close as practical to the nail you initially tied
the string.
While holding tension in this bundle of fourteen
strands, wax the string up and down its whole length
clear to the nail supporting the other end of the bundle.
Once waxed, snip the loop that is around the nail
and set this bundle aside.
Create two more bundles of fourteen strands just
like the first one.
Now we are going to make the strengtheners for
each end of each bundle; a total of six of them. The
strengtheners will be seven inches long and around half
as many strands as there are in each bundle. In this
case, the strengtheners will have 6 strands.
Place two nails about 44 inches apart (6 bundles
about 7 inches long plus a couple of inches extra = 44
inches) and loop around them six times (as described
before) and wax the bundle together. Then cut the
bundle into six pieces seven inches long. You can vary
the length of the strengtheners if you wish to create a
more tapered effect in the finished string; I rarely
bother, but it is a nice touch. For this explanation they
will all be 7 inches long.
Now wax in one strengthener onto one end of each
of our three bundles of fourteen strands of waxed
linen.
Lay all three bundles evenly along your board or
bench and grab all three bundles and pinch them
Continued on Next Page
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between your thumb and first finger. Pinch the bundles at the place where the strengtheners end, with
your thumb still on the strengtheners, approximately
six and one half inches from the end of the bundle.
Now start a simple three strand braid toward the
end of the three bundles you have in your hand. The
left strand goes over top the middle strand, then the
right strand goes over top the middle strand, left, right,
left, right always crossing over the middle strand. Continue this until you have about two and one half inches of braid.

Form a loop with the two and one half inch section
of braid and wax in the short three ends of the sting
that contain the strengtheners with the three long
string bundles.
Pinch the loop where the two braided ends meet
and begin another braid. You can hook this newly
formed loop over a nail for ease of braiding. Continue
braiding until you reach the place where the three
shorter ends were waxed in the string. It is a good idea
to have a fairly clean floor under your feet because the
waxed string bundles that are being flopped around
during the braiding will pick up any unwanted debris.
We now have completed the top loop of our string!
Hook this loop over a nail in the board and lay the
remaining three long bundles evenly that begin from
the place they join at the end of the braid.

Wax in one of the remaining strengtheners into
the end of each remianing bundle.
Place a tape measure along the string starting at
the nail the loop is over.
Pinch the string one inch shorter than the SL, in
our case 65 inches from the loop for the 68 inch bow
we are making this for.
From this 65 inch mark where you have pinched

the three remaining bundles together, pull each bundle
with the same amount of pressure with your other
hand while maintaining this even pressure under the
pinched thumb and finger.
This is important because it will ensure all the
strands in the finished string will be sharing the same
amount of load from the tension of the bow.
Start this braid from your pinch at the 65 inch
mark toward the loose end of the string. Braid for two
inches and stop.

Now form the bottom loop with this two inch
braided section trying to keep the three bundles separate and loose.
Wax in the three short ends, one on each of the
three long bundles. Remember to try and keep the
three long bundles loose and separate.
Pinch the spot where the end of the braided section forms the loop and start a braid toward the inside
of the string. You will want to hook the newly formed
loop over a nail while braiding, the top loop is now
Continued on Page 37
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Know Your Bow Models and
Carter Releases Crossword

See p. 36 for the Key

The puzzle below involves several major brands of compound bows being manufactured in 2008. It also challenges your knowledge of the names of various Carter release
aids. © Tom Dorigatti, 2007
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Know Your Bow Models and
Carter Releases Crossword—Key
The puzzle below involves several major brands of compound bows being manufactured in 2008. It also challenges your knowledge of the names of various Carter release
aids. © Tom Dorigatti, 2007

See p. 35 for the Puzzle
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A Different Twist Continued from Page 26

hanging below you on the floor.
Since we are braiding toward the middle of the
string and there are no string ends now, you must try
and keep the three strands as loose and free as possible.
Keep the braid tight where you are working next to the
loop end and let the other end of the braid fall loose
inside the string toward the floor.
You should be able to keep braiding, letting the
loose inside braid fall until your tighter braid reaches
the end or nearly the end of the three small waxed in
sections.
The string may look odd and knotted at this point.
Do not worry if it does.
Grasp the bottom loop you just created with the
top loop once again around the nail and shake the
string until you see the inside loose braids are evenly
dispersed along the length of the string.

“A bow string made out of Dacron
with a 50 pound breaking strength
will be much stronger than our
natural linen string. I do not
believe I have ever worn out a
Dacron string made as I am about
to describe.”
(more than a year) and it will fail at the spot where the
arrow is nocked.
This brings me to the last point I want to make
about all natural strings; they do not like “pinch on”
brass nocks. I prefer to serve on a small piece of dental
floss or other serving material for the nock placement.
Once you make a couple of these strings; I think
you will be pleased with both the ease in making, and
the look and performance the double looped braided
string has to offer.
If you want to try one out of Dacron you can have
a little fun braiding up a string with three different, but
coordinating string colors.
Have fun and keep those arrows a flying!

Now twist the string a good twenty or thirty times
in the same direction your fingers will be twisting the
string during the act of drawing.
Pull tightly as long as your nail is not rough or
sharp and warm up the string with friction from your
hands.
You can snip off, if you wish, any strengtheners
that are protruding from the string. Place the string on
the bow, check brace height and put on the center serving of your choice. Serve in the same direction as you
twisted the string.
Since I started replacing strings annually I have
had very few incidences of string failure. And luckily
when I have, the string broke on the shot propelling
the arrow to nearly its mark with no damage to the
bow.
Before I started adding strengtheners to the linen
string they would break much more frequently and
always near the loop ends. Since the added strengtheners, I have never had a string fail near the ends. If a
string fails now, it is because I have used it too long
Archery Focus
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